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ISC 2018 is now open for registration
25 Apr 2018 Frankfurt - Early
registration at reduced rates is
now open for ISC High
Performance, the largest high
performance computing forum in
Europe. By registering between
now and May 16 for the full
conference pass, attendees can
save over 45 percent off the
onsite registration rates.

The ISC High Performance conference and exhibition will be held from June 24-28, 2018 at Messe Frankfurt, and the
event expects over 3500 attendees. This year's exhibition will showcase over 150 exhibitors, including key vendors,
international research organisations and universities.

Thanks to the new registration system, this year attendees will have the flexibility to manage their registration once they
create a login account. This account will stay activated for all future ISC High Performance conference series.

The conference will kick off on June 24, with educational tutorials. This year the review committee has chosen 14 topics
out of 59 submissions and these will be presented as either half-day and full-day sessions. The main programme will
kick off on June 25, and be held through June 27. This includes many unique sessions and particularly worth-
mentioning are the daily keynotes . The conference keynote on Monday by Dr. Maria Girone, CTO of CERN openlab,
will focus on demands of capturing, storing, and processing the large volumes of data generated by the Large Hadron
Collider experiments, while Dr. Keren Bergman of Columbia University will present the latest developments in silicon
photonics on Tuesday, and Dr. Thomas Sterling will offer his perspective on the latest developments in high
performance computing in an entertaining keynote on Wednesday.

The ISC Machine Learning (ML) Day returns this year, offering a special focus on this subject matter with a one-day
track for the benefit of the user community. The topic areas include how machine learning applications are changing
HPC architectures, challenges towards scalable machine learning on HPC systems, software for machine learning on
HPC, and how ML is being applied by both commercial users and researchers.

Within the Contributed Programme, the following sessions offer attendees a wide choice of academic content: the
Research Paper, Research Poster and Project Poster sessions, as well as the PhD Forum. Various topical and interest-
specific Birds-of-a-Feather sessions, the fast-paced Vendor Showdown, and the Exhibitor Forums will again take place
this year. The Hans Meuer Award as well as the Gauss Award await the best research papers in 2018. The conference
will conclude on June 28 with half-day and full-day workshops .

The ISC exhibition, a three-day event that runs from June 25, through June 27, will feature about 150 exhibits from
leading HPC companies and research organisations. The exciting Student Cluster Competition , organized by the HPC
Advisory Council and ISC High Performance, will be held for the seventh time, once again on the show floor.

The organizers are offering flexible conference passes under four different categories: tutorial, conference, exhibition
and workshop. The complete fee structure and pass descriptions can be found online . Please note that tutorials and
workshops require separate registration.

The conference agenda planner is now online and contains the full programme and enables attendees to plan their
schedules efficiently.

The organizers encourage attendees to register early and also to look into their travel plans. The ISC 2018 partner
hotels can be found online .

If you are a young researcher or a student interested in attending the conference but lack funding to do so, you can
refer to the recently introduced ISC travel grant programme . Application needs to be submitted by May 1.

https://www.isc-hpc.com/tutorials-2018.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/keynotes-2018.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/machine-learning-day-2018.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/awards.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/workshops-2018.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/student-cluster-competition.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/registration-overview.html
https://2018.isc-program.com/
https://www.isc-hpc.com/travel-stay.html
https://www.isc-hpc.com/isc-travel-grant.html
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HPC and hyperfast applications are drivers for the fifth industrial revolution, says EU Commissioner Mariya Gabriel ...

Developing own EuroHPC hardware could make all the difference for exascale supercomputing in Europe ...

Human Brain Project models brain in silico with HPC for better understanding of epilepsy ...

The European Processor developed as part of EuroHPC will be crucial for European sovereignty, says Atos CEO
Thierry Breton ...

Exascale supercomputing

New high-resolution exascale Earth-modelling system announced for energy ...

Quantum computing

Einstein's spooky action goes massive ...

Yale plays quantum catch in new research ...

Focus on Europe

ISC 2018 is now open for registration ...

KU Leuven and Hewlett Packard Enterprise advance AI capabilities through new supercomputer ...

University of Cambridge receives GBP10 million in funding for new AI supercomputer ...

Middleware

TACC builds seamless software for scientific innovation ...

Hardware

DDN maintains number one position in Intersect360's top HPC storage supplier list and achieves biggest gain in
market share ...

Asetek receives confirmation of HPC Award from Quanta Computer ...

Eyal Waldman, CEO and President of Mellanox Technologies, receives the 2018 Global Industry Leader Award ...

New funding for Pawsey Supercomputing Centre to accelerate science and innovation ...

Discovery of new material is key step toward more powerful computing ...

Applications

Variants in non-coding DNA contribute to inherited autism risk ...

New control strategy helps reap maximum power from wind farms ...

Satellites, supercomputers, and machine learning provide real-time crop type data ...

NCSA announces 2018-2019 Illinois Faculty Fellows ...
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Blue Waters awards 21 Broadening Participation allocations ...

Rice University turns deep-learning AI loose on software development ...

Artificial intelligence helps soldiers learn many times faster in combat ...

Speeding up material discovery ...

The Cloud

Atos and Google Cloud form a global partnership to deliver secure hybrid Cloud, machine learning and collaboration
solutions to the enterprise ...

Altair reinvents the Cloud high-performance computing experience with the release of PBS Works 2018 ...

Altair nominated for Amazon Web Services (AWS) Industrial Software Competency ...

IBM joins NSF's BIGDATA programme ...

News flashes 2018-06-11

Can Ireland afford not to join EuroHPC?   

News flashes 2018-06-09

Focus on Europe
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Oak Ridge and IBM reveil 200 Petaflop/s Summit supercomputer   

News flashes 2018-06-07

New Digital Europe Programme proposed by the European Commission with 2,7 billion euro for HPC for 2021-2027
timeframe   

Another 4 countries to sign the EuroHPC declaration, bringing the total to 21 countries   

Hardware

Focus on Europe

Focus on Europe
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